Abstract -Decorrelating, LMMSE, and the noise-whitening multiuser detectors for code-division multiple-access (CDMA) are ideally infinite memory-length (IIR) detectors. To obtain more practical and robust systems linear finite memory-length (FIR) multiuser detectors are studied in this paper. They are obtained by truncating the IIR detectors or by finding optimal FIR detectors. The optimal FIR detectors are shown to equal asymptotically the truncated detectors under mild conhtions. Stable truncated decorrelating (or LMMSE) detector is shown to be near-far resistant, if the received powers are upper bounded, and if the memory-length is large enough (but finite). Numerical examples demonstrate that moderate memory-lengths are sufficient to obtain the performance of the IIR detectors even with severe near-far problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
The optimal multiuser detector [7] for code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems has high computational complexity. For that reason several suboptimal multiuser detectors have been proposed. In the class of linear multiuser detectors the decorrelating [4], [5] , linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) [8] , and the noise-whitening detectors [l] have gained most interest due to their good performance and straightforward mathematical formulation. The above detectors can be characterized as an inverse of some form of correlation matrix. In an ideal implementation their memory-length equals the data packet length, which often can be assumed to approach infinity. A change in the number of users, in their signature signals (e.g., due to change of the subscribers of a cellular system), or in their delays changes the correlations. In such a case the multiuser detectors must be updated correspondingly to match to the changes in the received signal. This is a computationally intensive task, if the memory-length of the detectors is infinite.
In this paper we show that the infinite memory-length detectors can be accurately approximated by detectors with finite and also relatively short memory-length. This opens a way to implement the detectors in systems, in which the The research has been supported in part by the Academy of Finland, Elektrobit Ltd, the Finnish Air Force, Nokia Cellular Systems, Nokia Mobile Phones, and the Technology Development Centre of Finland. 
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where R(j) E [-1, 1 I K x K is a correlation matrix with klth
the kth user's real, normalized signature signal, A E C K x K is a diagonal matrix of received amplitudes, w(*) E C K is the noise output vector, and is the symbol vector. The received signal will be processed in processing-windows of length N = 2P + 1, where P is a positive integer and the window length N is also called detector memory-length. Note that we are not making any assumptions for the data packet length Nb here. A concatenation of received symbols over processing-window is denoted by1
In the paper we will denote by a boldface, lower-case nonitalic symbol (e.g., b(")) the vector of I( variables (e.g., b p ) ) concatenated over one symbol interval. By a boldface, lower-case, itadicsymbol (e.g., b) we denote a vector of N K variables concatenated over N symbol intervals. 5 o w the concatenated MF output becomes
where R E E t N K x N K is as in [5] , vector be = (ba, br) ' E E Z K includes the symbols b, = b("-p-l), bf = b("+P+l) outside the processing-window, A = diag (A, . . . , A) E %me index n is left out from the dehtion for the ease of notation.
output w E (ENK is a zero mean Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix u2R(1 + j ) , where j 2 = -1. We assume that matrix R is positive definite, which is the case with probability one [5] .
LINEAR MULTIUSER DETECTORS
The linear multiuser detectors process the matched filter output vector y by a linear operation, i.e., = 'TT3r. If N = Nb, we have ideal detectors, which we will refer as IIR detectors. The decorrelating detector is 7 = R-' [5] , and the noise-whitening detector is I = L-T, where L is lower triangular Cholesky factor of R so that R = LTL [l] . The LMMSE detector is 
A . F I R Detectors
Usually the data packets are so long that the use of IIR detectors is not feasible. Therefore, we define a general finite memory-length linear multiuser detector as To obtain FIR detectors we first consider truncatiotn of the IIR detectors, which was suggested in [5] for the decorrelating detector. A linear multiuser detector Vd satisfying An alternakive to truncation is to optimize detectors based on the finite processing-window length model (2).
To generalize the decorrelating detector we should find a zero-forcing detector gd E RNK satisfying RTPd = U. (6) where
is nonsingular and (6) has a unique solution.
there is no noise term in the model of (2) and the problem can be viewed to be deterministic and overdetermined.
In that case tlhe optimal FIR decorrelator is the best linear detector in the least-squares sense. It is clearly easier to update the truncated detectors than the optimal ones. However, we choose to study both classes of FIR detectors for a complete performance analysis.
values of u 2 F 1 are non-zero, matrix ( i Z T~-' i i [5] det[RT(l)ejw
The above condition is, however, relatively complicated to evaluate. Often the simplest method in practice to verify the stability is to compute numerical examples. It is also easy to show that the stability of the decorrelating detector implies the stability of the noise-whitening detector. If the detectors are stable we obtain the following result, which is proved in [Z] . 
The corresponding result
does not have as simple formulation as above. It is still valid under mild conditions, as discussed in [2] . It was noted in Section 111 that the truncated detectors are easier to compute than the optimal FIR detectors. On the other hand, the above results justify the use of truncated detectors instead of optimal ones with large enough N for stable detectors.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the performance analysis below we assume for simplicity BPSK modulation and that the carrier phases f $k = 0. The kth users' average bit error probability (BEP) of a linear FIR detector can be expressed in the form [6] -( F ) ( P + l ) K + k , k
where f k is kth column of F defined after (3). Thus, the evaluation of the error probability requires averaging over all possible interfering symbol combinations. By (4) the BEP of the truncated decorrelating detector simplifies to In the following the multiuser asymptotic efficiency (MAE) and the near-far resistance (NFR) of linear FIR detectors will be analyzed. MAE of user IC can be defined
The near-far resistance was defined by q k = infE,>O,i#k q k .
The detector is said to be near-far resistant, if q k > 0.
With large argument values we can approximate Q(z) M exp( -x 2 / 2 I. At high signal-tenoise ratios the worst symbol combination dominates the error probability [SI. Thus, by 2a (9) the MAE of an arbitrary linear FIR multiuser detector is I f k is the maximum absolute value of p t i .
It can be seen from (9)- (12) This implies that the truncated decorrelating detector with long enough (but finite) memory-length, can be made near-far resistant given a arbitrarily large (but finite) power limit on the system (assuming trivially that the received power of the desired user is positive). Furthermore, the performance of the ideal IIR detectors can be approached by choosing N large enough. By Proposition 1 and (8) we note that the with N large enough, the above discussion applies to both truncated and optimal FIR detectors.
If we also define Emin to be the minimum received energy, by which a user must be served, the power limited NFR T k can be computed by substituting Ek = Emin imd Er = Em,,Vl # k to (11). In practice E,,,,,, Emin, and N are design parameters of the CDMA system and a tra.deoff between them must be made. The larger N is, the more complicated the implementation of the detector is. Furthermore, large N introduces more rounding errors so that in practise there probably exist a finite optimum value for N .
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The stability of the detectors was studied by numerical examples. Spread-spectrum signals (a 31-chip Gold clode family), and BPSK modulation with coherent detection were used. The carrier phases were assumed to be zero.
The number of users was K = 33 and chip interval Tc = T/31. The error probabilities were estimated for low signalto-noise ratio by (9), where the worst case interfering bit combination (giving p r " " ) and 1000 random interfering bit combinations were generated. The results were averaged over ten different, randomly selected delay combinations. Data-aided detection was assumed for the noise-whitening detector. This is impossible in practice, but the effect of finite memory-length can be well illustrated by these examples. The performance at high signal-to-noise ratios is illustrated by MAEs computed by (11). All the results are represented as a function of the parameter P.
The MAEs are represented in dB in Fig. 2 . The BEPs are represented in Figs. 3. It is seen from Fig. 2 that the asymptotic loss in signal-to-noise ratio converges relatively fast so that P = 6 gives the IIR performance even for the worst case studied. The parameter value P = 4 gives performance close to the IIR detectors, if the near-far problem is not extremely severe. From Figs. 3 it is seen that the optimal FIR detectors perform slightly better at low siginaltc-noise ratios than truncated ones with small values of P. However, with moderate values of P both are equivalient to the ideal IIR detectors] as was predicted by Proposition 1. From Fig. 2 we see that on the high signal-to-noise ratios, on the other hand, the truncated decorrelating detector slightly outperforms the optimal FIR decorrelator. Thus, the optimal FIR detectors do not yield any universal performance improvement in comparison to the truncaied detectors.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Linear multiuser detectors in asynchronous multiuser systems have been discussed. Two classes of linear FIR multiuser detectors, namely truncated and optimal FIR detectors, were defined. The optimal FIR detectors were shown to be asymptotically the same as the truncated detectors under mild conditions. The performance of the finite memory-length detectors was analyzed. We showed that the truncated decorrelating, LMMSE, and data-aided noise-whitening detectors can be made near-far resistant under a given ratio between maximum and minimum received power of users by selecting an appropriate memorylength. Numerical examples demonstrate the fact that moderate memory-lengths of either truncated or optimal FIR detectors are sufficient to gain the performance of the ideal IIR detectors even under severe near-far problem in a high bandwith efficiency system. If the memory-lengths are short, the optimal FIR detectors outperform the truncated ones in the low signal-to-noise ratios. However, on the high signal--to-noise ratios the truncated detectors have better performance.
The use of FIR detectors instead of IIR detectors makes the linear multiuser detection practical for CDMA systems in which the number of users, or their propagation delays change over time. The truncated FIR detectors are easier to update to the changes in a communication system than the optimal FIR detectors. Because the optimal FIR detectors do not yield any universal performance improvement, the truncated detectors with appropriate memory-length are clearly the detectors of choice in practice. The required memory-length depends on system parameters, especially on the ratio of maximum and minimum received powers and the correlations between users. as a function of parameter P (detector memory-length). 
